chronic persistent pain exacts an enormous toll in terms of social and economic costs and long term suffering accurate diagnosis and successful management require a multidisciplinary approach often led by the frontline practitioner this new addition to the fast facts series is an essential read for all healthcare professionals three experts of international standing summarise key facts on mechanisms and assessment describe the diagnosis and management of specific chronic syndromes and offer insight into future advances in how we will manage this debilitating disease in the future

Multiple sclerosis is a leading cause of disability in young adults carrying a considerable individual and societal economic burden the development of disease modifying therapies and updates to diagnostic criteria are leading us into a new era for ms management both in the earliest disease phases and progressive ms in this completely revised fully updated edition of fast facts multiple sclerosis we present the most recent evidence on disease pathogenesis and all clinical aspects of the condition as well as the latest on disease modifying therapies and other potential treatments given the need for multidisciplinary management of ms we have written this resource for the benefit of all health professionals involved in ms care table of contents epidemiology and genetics pathology the clinical picture treatment of relapses and symptoms disease modifying treatment emerging therapies special ms populations lifestyle considerations and the multidisciplinary team advanced ms
Fast Facts: Type 2 Diabetes 2021-01-26

fast facts type 2 diabetes provides a practical overview of this increasingly common health condition written by and for health professionals working in primary care this colourful and accessible handbook highlights important practice points that cover identifying and managing those at risk of developing type 2 diabetes multifactorial interventions to prevent and treat complications monitoring recommendations an indispensable read for anyone wanting to get up to speed with best practice in primary care table of contents epidemiology prevention strategies diagnosis self management lowering blood glucose hypertension and dyslipidemia monitoring and microvascular complications macrovascular complications special populations

Fast Facts 2011

medical handbook

Fast Facts: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 2016-08-22

patients with copd often make few complaints despite experiencing considerable disability as well as the characteristic shortness of breath the disease is associated with a number of comorbidities that can present major clinical problems however with early recognition and intervention further deterioration can be prevented and lung function general health status and functional ability improved in this fully updated third edition of fast facts chronic obstructive pulmonary disease the authors take a comprehensive look at the disease process its causes and progression the relationship between asthma and copd the investigations used to assess the severity and stage of copd the interventions that may reduce the risk of developing copd individualized patient management based on clinical features and comorbidities current clinical guidelines from an international perspective treatments that reduce symptoms and improve lung function in stable disease the prevention and management of acute exacerbations risk factor reduction primarily through smoking cessation future diagnostic and therapeutic developments the easy to read highly accessible format of this practical resource has been designed so that all primary care providers specialist nurses junior hospital doctors paramedics medical students and other allied healthcare professionals involved in the diagnosis and management of copd can get up to speed on this multifaceted disease fast with clear take home messages it will also serve as a useful overview for researchers and specialists reading outside their subject area

Fast Facts: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 2022-02-11
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is the most diagnosed leukemia in the western world, accounting for approximately 25% of all new leukemia diagnoses in recent years. Remarkable progress has been made in our understanding of both the pathophysiology and genetics of CLL, while the disease generally affects older adults and initially follows an indolent course. Cytogenetic and molecular profiling have helped to predict clinical outcomes, and greater prognostication alongside the development of an increasing armamentarium of novel targeted therapies has enabled us to provide more personalized management options for patients. Fast Facts: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia covers the epidemiology, etiology, diagnosis, and staging of the disease and the molecular and genetic aspects that underpin treatment and prognosis. It provides a concise overview of treatment options in both the frontline and relapsed refractory settings, with particular focus on the novel targeted agents that have overcome many adverse prognostic factors, improving overall survival.

Fast Facts for Nurses 2004

Fast Facts for Nurses is a quick consult collection of facts, checklists, algorithms, tips, key steps, alerts, and sketches that span almost every area of nursing practice. Up-to-date information is presented on more than 600 topics, including signs and symptoms, documentation, diseases, assessment procedures, ECGs, medication administration, drugs, complementary and alternative therapies, and diagnostic tests. Formatted for quick reference, each chapter includes section tabs in the margin, bulleted text, and quick scan tables and illustrations to help the reader immediately focus on the most important information.

Fast Facts: Myeloproliferative Neoplasms 2019

Presentation of the myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) varies widely, and correct diagnosis and management can be challenging and is becoming more complex as understanding of the underlying molecular basis for these disorders emerges. Appropriate management is increasingly informed by accurate risk stratification founded on understanding of cytogenetic and molecular markers, as well as the clinical presentation. Fast Facts: Myeloproliferative Neoplasms focuses on the three most common chronic MPNs: essential thrombocythemia (ET) characterized by increased platelet count, polycythemia vera (PV) characterized by excessive production of red blood cells, and primary myelofibrosis (PMF) that is a more severe and heterogeneous disorder associated with anemia. Written by two leading experts in the field, this concise handbook provides concise, up-to-date, and practical guidance on the accurate diagnosis, risk stratification, and management of these MPNs. It also provides key insights into our growing understanding of the underlying molecular and genetic basis of these disorders and how this is informing risk stratification and management strategies. This concise handbook will be invaluable to clinicians, medical students, nurses, pharmacists, and scientists in understanding and overcoming the everyday and rarer challenges associated with MPNs.
Fast Facts for Patients: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 2023

chronic lymphocytic leukemia cll is a slow growing type of blood cancer and the most common form of leukemia in adults cll results in large numbers of abnormal b lymphocytes in the bone marrow and prevents the production of healthy blood cells it is more commonly diagnosed in older people almost 80 of cases are in people over 60 years old changes in chromosomes or genes in some patients affect how the disease develops and what treatment is prescribed cll cannot be completely cured but many people will have a normal lifespan and a good quality of life

Rhinitis (Fast Facts) 2021

fast facts about medical cannabis and opioids delves into the epidemiology behind chronic pain what the endocannabinoid system is and how it works it examines the complex interactions of opiates cannabinoids and the central nervous system and answers key questions about different types of medical cannabis to promote open honest conversations

Fast Facts about Medical Cannabis and Opioids 2017-06-19

all health professionals regardless of specialty will care for patients with pain that has persisted for more than 6 months this fully updated fourth edition of fast facts chronic and cancer pain written by two internationally renowned experts in the field is designed to bring busy health professionals up to speed with the latest information in this area including easy to read overviews of pain mechanisms a practical approach to pain assessment developments in stepped care and multimodal management the latest thinking on opioids with health services around the world responding to calls to improve the management of painful long term conditions develop preventive and cost effective solutions and respond to patient choice and voice this easy to read fact packed book is essential reading for all gps nurses junior hospital doctors physical therapists clinical psychologists occupational therapists pharmacists medical specialists and medical students wanting and needing to know more contents definitions and mechanisms assessment of pain treatment options trigeminal neuralgia complex regional pain syndrome diabetic and postherpetic neuropathic pain central pain persistent postsurgical pain cancer pain musculoskeletal pain visceral pain headache

Fast Facts: Chronic and Cancer Pain 2023-05-23
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is the most diagnosed leukemia in the Western world, accounting for approximately 25% of all new leukemia diagnoses in recent years. Remarkable progress has been made in our understanding of both the pathophysiology and genetics of CLL. While the disease generally affects older adults and initially follows an indolent course, cytogenetic and molecular profiling have helped to predict clinical outcomes. Greater prognostication alongside the development of an increasing armamentarium of novel targeted therapies has enabled us to provide more personalized management options for patients.

**Fast Facts: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 2022-02-11**

chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is the most diagnosed leukemia in the Western world, accounting for approximately 25% of all new leukemia diagnoses in recent years. Remarkable progress has been made in our understanding of both the pathophysiology and genetics of CLL. While the disease generally affects older adults and initially follows an indolent course, cytogenetic and molecular profiling have helped to predict clinical outcomes. Greater prognostication alongside the development of an increasing armamentarium of novel targeted therapies has enabled us to provide more personalized management options for patients. Fast Facts: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia covers the epidemiology, etiology, diagnosis, and staging of the disease, as well as the molecular and genetic aspects that underpin treatment and prognosis. It provides a concise overview of treatment options in both the front line and relapsed/refractory settings, with particular focus on the novel targeted agents that have overcome many adverse prognostic factors, improving overall survival. The table of contents includes epidemiology and etiology, molecular biology and genetics, diagnosis, staging, and prognosis, management, and research directions.

**Fast Facts: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 2012-03-01**

Low back pain is one of the most common presenting complaints and can be extremely debilitating and carries enormous economic costs. In 70% of cases, however, no obvious cause is apparent. This makes a thorough history and skilled physical examination essential to identifying the cause of symptoms and developing an effective therapeutic plan. This fully revised second edition of Fast Facts: Low Back Pain is the work of two leading experts and equips the general healthcare professional with the knowledge and skills required to accurately assess each individual patient and offer the appropriate therapeutic choices for maximum pain relief. Detailed exploration of the clinical assessment, including history taking, identifying red flags, physical observations, gait assessment, psychological considerations, palpation, and neurological and muscle testing, is provided. Expert guidance on the appropriate therapeutic approach for optimal pain relief, covering conservative management, injections, and surgical options, is also provided. Therapeutic exercises for pain relief and progressive restoration of function, maintenance exercises for posture correction, overall stretching and conditioning, and the avoidance of back strain are covered. All healthcare professionals who evaluate patients with back pain or who have back pain themselves will benefit from the thoughtful information and excellent illustrations presented in this comprehensive handbook. The contents include clinical assessment, investigations, causes of low back pain.
worldwide osteoarthritis is one of the most rapidly rising conditions associated with disability for most people it is a syndrome of joint pain and stiffness with associated functional problems that have a substantial effect on quality of life as well as expert advice on well established diagnostic criteria and the latest practical treatment information this comprehensive handbook provides updates on the genetics of the disease novel concepts of the association between structural changes and pain recent recommendations for the use of modern imaging modalities the latest on intra articular therapies an insight into current developments in the field for all healthcare professionals who have ever felt unable to provide effective therapy for this disease or who have encountered negative patient and community attitudes to joint pain fast facts osteoarthritis is essential reading something can be done to help every person with osteoarthritis

pancreaticobiliary diseases are extremely common and all primary care staff will encounter patients with diseases of the pancreas and biliary tract rapid differentiation diagnosis treatment and or referral to a specialist must be made to avoid serious life threatening consequences it is therefore essential that every clinician has at least a basic understanding in this area fast facts pancreas and biliary tract diseases 2nd edn provides a clear and concise guide to diagnosis and management of these diseases it is an invaluable resource for primary care providers physician assistants nurse practitioners medical students medical residents interns house physicians and all other health professionals faced with the challenge of caring for patients with diseases of the pancreas and biliary tract contents anatomy physiology and epidemiology evaluation of pancreaticobiliary diseases diseases of the gallbladder bile duct stone disease choledocholithiasis bile duct tumors unusual diseases of the biliary tree dysfunction of the sphincter of oddi complex and gallbladder acute pancreatitis chronic pancreatitis hereditary pancreatitis pancreatic adenocarcinoma unusual tumors of the pancreas and ampulla of vater

since the last edition of this book no evidence of disease activity neda has been proposed as a new treatment target early data on the first pharmacological treatments for progressive ms have emerged and the first remyelination trial has shown positive effects on nerve repair it is with this sense of optimism that the authors of fast facts multiple sclerosis have detailed the latest developments for use in clinical practice by all members of
the multidisciplinary team including a concise overview of investigations and modern diagnostic criteria a holistic approach to all signs and symptoms and proactive relapse management the latest disease modifying drugs including when to treat choice of drug and risk versus benefit with case histories that will help to guide treatment decisions discussion of the special considerations for ms during pregnancy and in children and the elderly and a detailed outline of emerging therapies this book will benefit all healthcare professionals involved in the care of patients with this complex disease

Fast Facts: Multiple Sclerosis 2020-03-18

note to readers publisher does not guarantee quality or access to any included digital components if book is purchased through a third party seller helps nurses to provide the best and safest care for patients suffering from chronic pain this is the first book to discuss the use of medical cannabis in helping combat the opioid crisis relieving pain and reversing opioid addiction rates with information presented in short chapters with bulleted content this concise resource delivers all the information healthcare professionals need to know about non cancer related chronic pain the opioid crisis and medical cannabis using the most up to date evidence available it examines the varied causes of chronic pain and provides a succinct overview of how cannabis can be integrated into treatment plans fast facts about medical cannabis and opioids delves into the epidemiology behind chronic pain what the endocannabinoid system is and how it works it examines the complex interactions of opiates cannabinoids and the central nervous system and answers key questions about different types of medical cannabis to promote open honest conversations above all this handbook provides the tools for obtaining unbiased accurate information to share with patients key features delivers a comprehensive overview of the opioid crisis in the united states and the benefits and drawbacks of medical cannabis as an alternative or supplement to opioids discusses dos and don ts of recommending medical cannabis to patients provides the most up to date information on cannabis legislation covers the endocannabinoid system and its biology compares the use of opioids and medical cannabis for managing chronic pain presents key information in short chapters bulleted content and figures plus fast facts boxes that highlight key information

Fast Facts about Medical Cannabis and Opioids 2011-08-01

the term bladder disorders encompasses a number of lower urinary tract dysfunctions and abnormalities that negatively affect quality of life some can cause considerable morbidity and even mortality three internationally recognized authors with different areas of expertise a leading british urogynecologist a chief of urology listed as one of america s best doctors and an american continence expert have ensured that this second edition of fast facts bladder disorders is internationally relevant to the non specialist working within a multidisciplinary team based on robust evidence and clinical experience and supported by superb illustrations this fact filled handbook covers everything you will need to recognize the symptoms and signs of a wide range of bladder disorders from urinary incontinence to hematuria to utis it also provides an excellent overview of basic pathophysiology and will help practitioners initiate screening and assessment and where appropriate treatment contents anatomy and function of the urinary system assessment urinary incontinence the overactive bladder and urgency incontinence voiding problems hematuria urinary tract infections
and cystitis nocturnal symptoms neuropathic bladder dysfunction special considerations useful resources

**Fast Facts: Bladder Disorders 2017-01-09**

our understanding of multiple myeloma mm is growing at a formidable pace particularly in terms of risk factors and potential drug targets minimal residual disease mrd negativity is set to become the new benchmark in treatment and cytogenetic analysis is now paving the way for personalized therapies this second edition of fast facts multiple myeloma and plasma cell dyscrasias includes the new imwg slim crab criteria the latest advances in diagnostic tests and imaging cytogenetics and genetic profiling induction therapy prior to set new lenalidomide and bortezomib based regimens second generation proteasome inhibitors histone deacetylase inhibitors and monoclonal antibodies treatments this fast facts handbook provides a comprehensive overview of mm and other plasma cell dyscrasias from bench to bedside presenting the pathogenesis diagnosis and treatment in the context of daily clinical practice contents epidemiology and etiology predisposing conditions associated with mm pathophysiology of mm and mgus diagnosis staging and monitoring of multiple myeloma genetics and multiple myeloma treatment of newly diagnosed multiple myeloma stem cell transplantation in multiple myeloma relapsed and refractory multiple myeloma bone disease and renal complications al amyloidosis rare plasma cell dyscrasias supportive care

**Fast Facts: Multiple Myeloma and Plasma Cell Dyscrasias 2014-10-31**

hodgkin lymphoma and the many different subtypes of non hodgkin lymphoma nhl have different responses to treatment so accurate diagnosis and a rational approach to management are essential fast facts lymphoma distills the most important aspects of the diagnosis and management of these complex disorders into a highly accessible well illustrated summary of the key facts this fully updated second edition provides a clear outline of the nature of lymphoma the essentials of clinical presentation biopsy and basic histology the latest laboratory diagnostics including immunophenotyping cytogenetics and microarray technology key aspects of staging and initial therapy superbly illustrated overviews of the pathology presentation treatment and prognosis of each lymphoma subtype new treatment options including targeted biological therapies a practical overview of supportive care for the complications of lymphoma written by three experts in the field from the uk and usa fast facts lymphoma applies an international perspective to this challenging disease in a unique format within the context of clinical practice it is a valuable resource for trainee doctors and specialist nurses working in the field of hemato oncology it will also be of interest to the inquiring patient or carer who wishes to know more about lymphoma contents epidemiology cellular and molecular aspects presentation biopsy and diagnostic laboratory techniques staging and general management principles aggressive b cell lymphomas indolent b cell lymphomas t cell and natural killer cell lymphomas immunocompromised and hiv positive patients hodgkin lymphoma treatment modalities supportive care
Fast Facts: Lymphoma 2016-04-25

cigarette smoking is one of the most significant preventable causes of death and illness in the world given the wide ranging effects smoking has on many disease processes it is essential that clinicians understand the short and long term effects of smoking on the body the benefits of smoking cessation why smokers find it difficult to stop the role of clinicians in promoting and supporting smoking cessation the treatments available to help smokers overcome their addiction fast facts smoking cessation meets these needs here in one place you will find all the information you need on smoking tobacco addiction and how best to treat the addiction ultimately the best reason for reading this book is to help your patients who smoke to change their behavior for the better and sustainably every gp and support clinic will benefit from this edition filled with tips advice and treatment aids for the clinical team contents cigarettes as a nicotine delivery system smoking patterns social psychological and economic influences on smoking effects of smoking and smoking cessation addiction to cigarettes the clinician and smoking treatments to aid smoking cessation future trends

Fast Facts: Smoking Cessation 2014-06-02

wherever you are in your career and whatever involvement you have with caring for women with breast cancer the fifth edition of fast facts breast cancer has something for you the world class authors of this popular fact packed handbook provide practical advice on all the key areas of breast cancer management from risk factors and diagnosis to treatment of all cancer stages but what really makes it stand out from the crowd is the authors awareness of the information you need when you talk to a woman concerned about breast cancer the chapter dedicated to perception of risk will refresh your knowledge and help you talk to your patients about their individual prospects while the short chapter on clinical trials will help you discuss potential participation in trials and answer common questions improvements in the management of breast cancer have followed three major themes in recent years greater optimization of individualized local treatment longer duration of therapies and the use of biological therapies targeted at specific receptors this colorful up to date handbook addresses all these trends alongside the disturbing issues of overdiagnosis as a result of screening and overtreatment given the explosion in information technology patients and their families have access to much more information on their condition and as a result assume a more active role in their medical management health professionals have an important role in helping patients sort the facts from the fallacies put the risks and benefits into perspective and balance their treatment choices for this reason alone fast facts breast cancer is an invaluable evidence based resource for everyone working in breast cancer care in primary and secondary settings from medical and nursing students to gps specialist nurses and residents and one for your patients too the authors encourage you to make your patients well informed active partners in their breast cancer care by sharing this highly readable book with them contents risk factors perception of risk pathophysiology diagnosis local control of primary tumor adjuvant therapy follow up and rehabilitation management of advanced cancer clinical trials future trends useful resources

Fast Facts: Breast Cancer 2010-06-01
gynecologic tumors that have a low incidence are seen infrequently by the non specialist but nevertheless require prompt recognition and management to minimize their potentially devastating effects fast facts gynecologic oncology has been written by three eminent specialists to provide the family physician and the non specialist with a concise guide to these tumors to aid recognition selection of management strategy and likely prognosis covers each tumor type concisely in terms of epidemiology pathology diagnosis management options and prognosis clear simple diagrams support key clinical information includes a succinct review of future developments in the areas of screening programs and chemotherapeutic regimens contents cervical cancer endometrial cancer ovarian cancer vulval cancer gestational trophoblastic neoplasia pain management and palliation future trends useful resources

Fast Facts: Gynecologic Oncology 2017-04-17

effective new treatments from drugs to surgery to devices are revolutionizing both outcome and wellbeing in patients with heart failure written with the non specialist in mind this practical resource distills a lot of complex information into a refreshingly readable format with clear informative diagrams and useful pull out tables highlights include a concise discussion of the pathophysiological mechanisms that lead to heart failure a detailed review of the causes and comorbidities of heart failure simple advice on diagnosis and investigation clear management principles including healthy lifestyle choices for patients evidence based guidance on first and second line drug therapies and medical management that targets the underlying cause a comprehensive overview of non pharmacological treatment options including devices and transplantation important information on palliative care in end stage heart failure fast facts heart failure is the ideal resource for primary care providers specialist nurses and cardiology trainees and a good introduction to heart failure for all healthcare professionals who care for the elderly contents definitions and epidemiology pathophysiology and clinical stages causes comorbidities diagnosis general management and lifestyle considerations pharmacological treatment non pharmacological treatment prognosis clinical trials and developments useful resources

Fast Facts: Heart Failure 2006-09-01

this new edition of fast facts soft tissue disorders is written from the combined perspectives of rheumatology orthopaedics and sports medicine and is designed to provide the primary care specialist with a well rounded and highly practical handbook on diagnosis management and patient involvement in recovery the structure of all the major soft tissues and their common pathologies and disorders are covered here and each condition covered includes a set of practical exercises for the patient includes two entirely new chapters covering local injection therapies and anterior knee pain covers common pathologies and disorders of all major soft tissues as encountered in the primary care setting packed with practical advice including patient involvement in recovery and management of outcomes expectations contents pathophysiology and epidemiology classification and diagnosis management guidelines local injection therapies ankle sprains achilles tendinopathies plantar fasciitis anterior knee pain lateral epicondylitis tennis elbow shoulder disorders polymyalgia rheumatica fibromyalgia and regional myofascial pain syndromes future trends
Fast Facts: Soft Tissue Disorders 2013-08-21

Hair is inextricably linked with an individual's sense of worth, personal style, and self-confidence. If this is overlooked by clinicians, patients presenting with hair disorders may feel undertreated and underappreciated. Fast Facts: Disorders of the Hair and Scalp is a practical resource that will help healthcare professionals diagnose a wide range of hair and scalp disorders, including different types of hair loss, perform further investigations, and provide treatment options. Highlights include a well-illustrated overview of hair biology and the normal hair cycle, a clear guide to history-taking, observational examination, and investigation over 70 tables, illustrations, and photographs to aid clinical diagnosis, a concise explanation of the role of androgens and genetics in male and female pattern hair loss, practical steps for the assessment of diffuse hair loss, comprehensive details of topical and systemic therapies for alopecia areata, a classification of scarring alopecias with treatment options, scalp disorders presented by symptom (scaly, itchy, or painful), an overview of special problems in children, this fully revised second edition of Fast Facts: Disorders of the Hair and Scalp is an ideal resource for primary care practitioners, practice nurses, trainee dermatologists, and medical students wanting to provide the most appropriate therapeutic, cosmetic, and supportive advice to their patients and for trichologists and consultant dermatologists wanting to keep up to date and informed on the many hair and scalp disorders. Contents: Anatomy and Physiology, Diagnosis, Androgenetic Alopecia, Diffuse Hair Loss, Telogen Effluvium, Alopecia Areata, Trichotillomania, Traction Alopecia, Scarring Alopecia, Tinea Capitis, Hirsutism, and Hypertrichosis, Scalp Disorders, Special Problems in Children, Hair Transplantation, Care and Cosmetics, Useful Resources.

Fast Facts: Disorders of the Hair and Scalp 2013-11-25

This pocket-sized reference contains crucial evidence-based information that enables gerontology nurses to differentiate between normal and abnormal findings, understand the presentation and management of common diseases of the gerontological population, and integrate age-specific considerations into care planning. Gerontology.

Fast Facts for the Gerontology Nurse 2014-06

DSM-5 2007
Nursing Times, Nursing Mirror 2005

Fast Facts 1986

this wonderful study guide covers the following topics medical terminology the cell digestive system respiratory system circulatory system immune and lymphatic system excretory system nervous system muscular system skeletal system endocrine system reproductive system this is an excellent source for students of anatomy and physiology

Key Facts in Pathology 2007
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Hi to www.ipcbee.com, your destination for a wide collection of by michael j cousins fast facts chronic and cancer pain 2nd second edition paperback PDF eBooks. We are passionate about making the world of literature available to every individual, and our platform is designed to provide you with a effortless and enjoyable for title eBook acquiring experience.

At www.ipcbee.com, our goal is simple: to democratize knowledge and promote a enthusiasm for literature by michael j cousins fast facts chronic and cancer pain 2nd second edition paperback. We believe that every person should have access to Systems Examination And Design Elias M Awad eBooks, encompassing diverse genres, topics, and interests. By supplying by michael j cousins fast facts chronic and cancer pain 2nd second edition paperback and a varied collection of PDF eBooks, we endeavor to enable readers to investigate, learn, and immerse themselves in the world of written works.
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